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Abstract—A use case map (UCM) presents, in general, an abstract de-
scription of a complex system and, as such, is a good candidate for repre-
senting scenarios of autonomous agents interacting with other autonomous
agents. The "gang of four" design patterns are intended for object-oriented
software development but at least eight of the patterns illustrate structure,
or architecture, that is appropriate for interacting agents, independent of
software development. This study presents these particular patterns in the
form of UCMs to describe abstract scenarios of agent interaction. Seven
of the patterns attempt to balance the decentralized nature of interacting
agents with an organized structure that makes for better, cleaner interac-
tions. An example performance analysis is provided for one of the patterns,
illustrating the benefit of an early abstraction of complex agent behavior.
The original contribution here is a UCM presentation of the causal paths
in agent behavior as suggested by software design patterns.

Index Terms—Cooperative systems, design patterns, multiagent systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Complex systems of interacting, autonomous, decentralized agents
present challenges on many levels. In particular, it is important to cap-
ture a high level of abstraction during the early stages of analysis, in
which problem discovery and the consideration of alternative scenarios
are important. Use case maps (UCMs) [1], [2] are intended as a vi-
sual representation to address these particular challenges. The goal is
to capture the behavior of components or entities or agents which spans
across large, complex systems. These systems tend to be highly con-
current and populated with diverse elements. Although telephone ap-
plications were a prime motivator in the development of UCMs, the
representation is wide-open in terms of its applicability and surpris-
ingly simple to use. The basic idea is to capture causal paths cutting
across organizational structures [2]. It is interesting to note that UCMs
have not appeared in this journal, even though the technique addresses
relevant problems.

This study is meant as an introduction to UCMs as a useful tech-
nique for capturing the interaction of agents and, in particular, their
organizational or architectural structure. These structures may repre-
sent communication or control paths but the presentation is intended to
examine the causal paths in a general form.

As an inspiration to possible structures, this study considers the
"gang of four" design patterns [3] which have had a large impact on
the software engineering of object-oriented applications. However,
this study has nothing to do with object-oriented development and,
instead, considers the patterns literally as prototypes for the interaction
of components or agents.

Admittedly, many of the 23 "gang of four" design patterns are highly
tied to object-oriented software development but eight of the patterns
are good examples of possible structures for interacting agents. For
example, consider the observer pattern in which an observer object
(read agent) expects a notification whenever an observable object (read
agent) undergoes a modification. This is a good example of interacting
agents, independent of any software or programming methodology. 
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The purpose of this paper is to show, with UCMs, a high-level ab-
straction of interacting agent scenarios in the context of some funda-
mental organizational structures.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II contains an introduc-
tion to related work, and Section III has a short tutorial on a subset of
UCM notation. Section IV presents the eight design patterns as UCMs
and one larger application which combines all eight patterns. Section V
shows the results of an example performance analysis of one of the pat-
terns. Section VI summarizes agent applications in the literature which
use, or could use, the eight patterns. The Conclusion is presented in
Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Autonomous, interacting agents have wide-spread applicability, for
example, in distributed artificial intelligence [4], knowledge acquisi-
tion [5], and conflict detection [6]. Learning automata have been used
to model distributed agents in environments with delays in communica-
tion and with decisions regarding group formation [7]–[9]. A variation
of design patterns in robotics has been examined [10]; these few exam-
ples give a flavor of the large literature on autonomous agents.

The seminal work on UCMs is found in [1], [2] and a user commu-
nity has developed in this area [11]. There exist studies in the context
of UCM agents [12], [13] and UCM patterns [14], [15] but these are
different than the current study. The agents tend to be components of
telephone applications, which happen to be a prime motivator of the
development of the UCM methodology. However, these agents do not
have the same flavor as some of the more sophisticated artificial intel-
ligence examples found elsewhere. Also, the patterns presented are di-
rected toward more general scenario development than a typical "gang
of four" pattern [3].

UCMs have the added benefit that a map can be automatically trans-
lated into a layered queueing network (LQN) [16]–[18] which then al-
lows the performance analysis of the component abstraction at an early
time during the analysis phase. This can give insight into possible per-
formance issues or problems.

The "gang of four" design patterns [3], and software development
patterns in general [19], have had a large impact on the engineering of
object-oriented software. Again, this study is not about this type of de-
velopment but looks to these patterns for prototypical suggestions of
agent interaction architectures. This study examines eight of the pat-
terns with UCMs rather than the typical presentation in the unified
modeling language (UML) [20]–[22]. Certainly, UML has had a broad
impact on software engineering but UML tends to be most useful in
presenting details of software design and is not as simple, nor as pow-
erful, as UCMs in terms of abstracting behaviors across components
of large systems. A UCM tends to be a higher level of abstraction and,
hence, more useful for free-flowing analysis.

III. SHORT USE CASE MAP TUTORIAL

Fig. 1 shows a subset of UCM notation sufficient to understand the
maps presented in this paper. The full notation [2] is still relatively
straightforward but is not needed for this exposition. (Note that all of
the UCMs in this study were created using UCM Navigator [11].) A
start point represents the beginning of a causal path and one should
imagine this point as a source of “tokens” (with some distribution, say,
uniform) that follow along the path. The path may lead through one
or more components (read agents) which have responsibilities (read
actions). The path then terminates and the direction of the tokens can



 

Fig. 1. A subset of UCM notation illustrating a causal path flow through forks and joins, along with possible waiting places.

Fig. 2. The proxy pattern has a typical agent interacting with a proxy agent,
which shields the real subject agent. Any action on the proxy passes through to
the real subject, and a causal action in the return direction is possible.

usually be inferred from the start to end point but an arrow can be used
as a guide.

In essence, a path represents a high-level abstraction of the emergent
behavior of the agents at runtime that results from the underlying imple-
mentations and protocols. The path is intended to reflect this emergent
behavior at an early stage of analysis of the problem, even before the
underlying implementations are attempted.

The paths become interesting because of AND-forks/joins and
OR-forks/joins. An OR-fork represents a probabilistic alternative in
which a token may travel one way or another (the figure only shows
a two-way split but it can be n-way). Two or more paths may come
together in an OR-join. The example shows two paths joining which
originated from an OR-fork; this need not be the case. Tokens on
different segments can flow into an OR-join, at different times, and
then each will travel along the same path.

A token arriving at an AND-fork generates multiple, concurrent to-
kens, one for each output path. An AND-join requires that a token wait
until another token arrives at each of the other joining paths and, again,
it is not necessary for the paths, which lead to an AND-join, to have been
created by an AND-fork.

Finally, a path may reach a waiting place which halts a token until
another token arrives along a trigger path. At this time, the original
token moves along the continuation path.

This is sufficient notation for the patterns demonstrated in the next
section. The full notation includes, among other things, subcompo-
nents, component pools, stubs, and time-out waiting places [2].

IV. PATTERNS AS USE CASE MAPS

In this section, eight "gang of four" patterns [3] are presented as
UCMs to demonstrate prototypical architectures for interacting agents.
The same pattern names, as in [3], will be used here because the names
give a good indication of the scenario and architecture. There is some
risk to the exposition because the pattern names might suggest that the
real issues here concern objects, classes, inheritance, and data; this is
not the case. The first example, the proxy pattern in Fig. 2, makes for
a good illustration of this point.

Fig. 3. The facade pattern shields the complexity of interacting with multiple
agents, in this case three agents. An agent, outside of the facade, would only
need to know how to interact with the facade agent and not the agents hidden
behind the facade.

The proxy pattern consists of a typical agent, a proxy agent, and a
real subject agent. The typical agent interacts with the proxy as if it
were interacting with the real subject, which is hidden by the proxy.
The proxy acts as a substitute and has all the same potential for ser-
vice, support, even nonsupport, as the real subject because it utilizes
the real subject to achieve the potential actions. The typical agent does
not know, or need to know, that the proxy is not the real subject. This
pattern allows the real subject to be distributed somewhere else (an ex-
ample of a remote proxy pattern) or allows the real subject to maintain
isolation from the typical agent for whatever reason.

Now back to the point of object-oriented software development
versus interacting agents: the proxy pattern is relevant to both. In the
software object world, one object uses a proxy object to access the
services of the real subject. In the world of interacting agents, the
same is true. The pattern has a natural feel of autonomous, interacting
agents. There is something else more subtle in this pattern, and most
of those which follow. There are good reasons to distribute and
decentralize agents: concurrency, fault-tolerance, redundancy, etc.
However, this also increases the difficulty in coordination. The proxy
pattern provides for an intermediate to protect direct access to the real
subject, hence restructuring the coordination.

The facade pattern, in Fig. 3, is used in software development to
hide the complexity of using multiple subsystems. Alternatively, this
represents a useful pattern to hide the complexity of interacting with
multiple agents. The facade agent knows how to interact with multiple
agents hidden behind the facade. An outside agent only needs to know
how to interact with the facade agent. This might require only a lim-
ited set of interaction protocols, and would certainly limit how much
knowledge the outside agent would need to know about the multiple
hidden agents. There might be a high degree of difficulty associated



 

Fig. 4. The singleton pattern focuses attention on a global agent. All other
agents know about this particular agent and can interact with this agent.

Fig. 5. The mediator pattern uses a centralized mediator to decouple the direct
interaction of colleague agents.

with interacting with these multiple agents but only the facade agent
needs to know how to perform this interaction.

In the facade pattern, as in the proxy pattern, there is an attempt to
alleviate the problems associated with decentralization of agents. In a
sense, the facade is a recentralization of the agent interaction. As stated
above, decentralization comes with both good and bad aspects; it is
important to find the proper balance and the facade is meant to do just
that.

The singleton pattern, in Fig. 4, is a very strong attempt at recentral-
ization. In software development, the pattern provides global access to
an object, which has only one instantiation. In the agent world, one
global agent is known by all other agents and these agents can interact
with, and make requests to, this global agent. This would be one tech-
nique for resolving multiple conflicting goals. It would also be a good
pattern to concentrate knowledge or capabilities.

The mediator pattern, in Fig. 5, is similar to the proxy pattern but the
interactions go in two directions, that is, the mediator acts as a go-be-
tween for two colleagues or peers. This decouples the direct interac-
tion between these colleagues and centralizes the knowledge of how to
interact inside the mediator. In a system with a large number of inter-
acting agents, it is difficult for each agent to know how to interact with
all other agents. The pattern provides a mechanism such that an agent
just needs to know how to interact with the mediator, usually in a simple
and uniform manner. Any changes in existing interaction modes, or any
new interaction modes, only need to be reflected in the mediator, with
the other agents unconcerned with these changes. This is another ex-
ample where a good software development design principle—decouple
direct object references—is also relevant to the design of agent inter-
actions.

Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate patterns with hierarchical interactions. Note
that, in general, hierarchical structures are meant as an organizational
mechanism to deal with the decentralization of agents. First, the com-
posite pattern, shows the interactions starting at the root of a hierarchy
and spreading downwards, concurrently using AND-forks, toward the
leaves. This might be the dissemination of information or knowledge,
or the use of some interaction protocol to contribute to a group solu-
tion. In this structure, it would be necessary for each agent, or node in
the hierarchy, to know a set of “child” agents and to interact with these
agents.

Second, the chain of responsibility pattern, in Fig. 7, is also hierar-
chical but the interaction flows from the leaf agents to the root agent.
In this case, an agent only needs to know its “parent” agent. Although
this flow of interaction upwards is also concurrent–originating sponta-
neously at any leaf–there is a difference in the flow with respect to the
composite pattern. Each agent is given an opportunity to stop the flow
and perform the necessary actions locally. Otherwise, the agent passes
along the “problem” to a superior agent, perhaps one that has expanded
knowledge, capabilities, and responsibilities. The application, in Fig. 7,
shows an alarm system within a building. Sensors within each room
might detect fire or motion. A room agent then processes this alarm
and may either handle the problem itself—perhaps the fire only re-
quires local treatment with sprinklers—or decides that the supervising
agent for the floor needs to be notified. Likewise, the floor agent might
handle the problem or pass it to the building supervising agent. Note
that this upward flow is represented in the UCM with OR-joins. This
pattern is the basis of a performance analysis presented in Section V.

Several of the preceding patterns illustrate how agents might share
tasks or jobs. The mediator is a classic pattern which allows agents to
work on a shared task but with low coupling between the agents. The
composite pattern permits agents at one particular level to work on a
shared task, with some control exerted by an agent at the level above.
By definition, the chain pattern consists of all agents working on the
same task, e.g., processing alarm situations; the only issue is whether
an agent can process the alarm locally or needs to notify an agent at the
next level.

The observer pattern, in Fig. 8, is a common interaction scenario
where one agent, the observer, requests notification by another agent,
the observable, in the case the observable agent undergoes some type of
modification or interaction. The observer might then initiate some form
of interaction–with the observable, or some other, agent-in response
to this notification. Note that an observer agent has an AND–fork in
the UCM such that the agent can perform other tasks or operations
concurrently while the other path is blocked at a waiting place. The path
at the waiting place continues only after an observable agent makes
a notification. If there are multiple observers–a likely scenario–then
this notification is performed concurrently, noted with AND-forks in
the UCM. This pattern helps a group of interacting agents maintain
contact without having to continually query each other. Only in the
event of an important state change does an interaction take place, again
a useful scenario to alleviate the complexity of a large number of agents
interacting with each other.

Finally, the memento pattern, in Fig. 9, is a typical “snapshot”
mechanism to help restore an agent to a previous state, similar to a
commit/rollback mechanism in database transaction processing. The
originator agent represents the normal operation of the application. The
caretaker agent is responsible for initiating the originator, requesting
a snapshot of state information at a checkpoint, and monitoring the
activities of the originator. In particular, if the caretaker detects a fault,
then the state information rolls back to the checkpoint state, and the
originator repeats the operations, starting from a consistent state.

Since both caretaker and originator are asynchronous agents, a ren-
dezvous is necessary for the checkpoint, and is achieved with an AND-
join: only after a “token” from both the caretaker and the originator
arrive at the join, does an outgoing token proceed along the path. The
current snapshot of the originator’s state is returned to the caretaker.
Both the caretaker and the originator proceed concurrently (AND-fork)
but later rendezvous again at which time the caretaker informs the orig-
inator to either commit (go ahead) or rollback to the previous state and
repeat some operations. This pattern illustrates a convenient way to
handle faults or other emergency cases which require actions to restart
from a consistent state.



Fig. 6. The composite pattern uses AND-forks to establish a concurrent hierarchical interaction scenario, starting from the root agent.

Fig. 7. The chain pattern uses OR-joins to establish a concurrent hierarchical interaction scenario, starting independently from leaf agents. The application is fire
or motion detectors within a building. Each agent may handle the alarm itself or pass it along to a supervising agent.

Fig. 10 shows all previous eight patterns connected in a more com-
plex application. Although it is not expected that all eight patterns
would arise necessarily in a particular application, the figure does show
how these patterns can be used to structure a large set of diverse agents,
and the figure shows that a UCM can abstract the complex scenarios of
interacting agents.

An initial interaction with a facade causes an interaction with both an
agent and a proxy for a real subject. This, in turn, initiates the concur-
rent interaction of leaves of a chain hierarchy. Some of the interactions,
based on the probabilistic OR-forks, will be handled by an agent locally,
the others will move along to the supervising root agent. This particular
agent has the double role of also being observable. In the case that a no-
tification makes it to the root of the chain, this important state change
is broadcast to all observers, which, in this case, is a single observer
playing the additional role of a root of a composite set of agents. The
causal path of behavior then moves downward to the leaves which then
join together to interact with a global singleton agent, which also serves
as a caretaker to an originator. The usual commit or rollback of a me-
mento pattern results. At the same time, an AND-fork in the caretaker
makes a path through a mediated colleague interaction. Note that the
interaction in the opposite direction has its own concurrent path. The

point is that the patterns can be used to structure the interactions and
that UCMs are able to abstract the causal paths.

V. EXAMPLE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, the performance of agents in a chain of responsi-
bility (Fig. 7) is examined analytically. (Note that UCMs can be auto-
matically converted to a Layered Queueing Network (LQN) [16], [23],
which is beyond the scope of this paper. The performance of a LQN
can be examined with analysis or simulation, yielding insights at the
early development of agent architectures [17], [18].)

The chain of responsibility lends itself to an easy queueing ana-
lytic solution because of the probabilistic paths. The results, shown in
Figs. 11–13, are based on an arrival rate of 100 alarms/s at each of the
four sensors. The processing rate at each agent is 401 alarms/s. Each
figure shows a performance metric dependent on the probability p that
an agent passes the alarm to a parent agent. Conversely, the agent han-
dles the alarm locally with probability 1-p. (The solid lines represent
an analytic result assuming M/M/1 queues and the simulation results
are the average of five runs using Q-Sim [24].)



Fig. 8. The observer pattern provides a simple scenario for an observable agent to notify a set of observer agents upon important changes in state. These observer
agents have a concurrent path, established with an AND-fork, to wait for notification, rather than continually interact or query for such an event.

Fig. 9. The memento pattern shows a caretaker which saves a snapshot of the
state of an originator. The caretaker is responsible for initiating the originator
(normal application) and requesting state information at a checkpoint. If the
caretaker decides that a fault exists, the state can be restored (a rollback), and
the originator can repeat its actions starting from a consistent state.

The figures demonstrate that a bottleneck might occur within a
room agent or a building agent, depending on the probability of
passing the alarm along to a parent. The bottleneck also limits the
maximum throughput of the entire system. The average response time
to process an alarm grows rapidly, as expected, as the probability of
locally handling the alarm decreases. Perhaps the number of layers, or
the number of agents per level, or the processor type per level, should
be modified. This type of analysis is useful during investigation of the
agent interaction scenarios.

The main point of a pattern is to provide a reusable design that ef-
fectively solves a problem which may arise in many different applica-
tions. This design should be the state-of-the-art solution to the problem,
following good design principles. There are two implications with re-
spect to performance: 1) selecting an existing pattern might naturally
improve the performance and 2) catalogs of well-known patterns might
receive extra attention to optimization.

VI. PATTERN APPLICATIONS

In this section, agent applications in the literature are considered for
their use of patterns. Some papers which directly reference patterns are
summarized, followed by examples in this journal which make use of
the eight patterns presented in this paper, but make no explicit reference
to patterns per se.

As stated in Section II, UCMs originated in the telecommunication
area [2] and some of these studies apply patterns [14], [15]. The proxy
pattern is used for remote access in mobile scenarios [25] and net-
work management [26]. This abstraction allows the easy access to a
remote component as if the component was present locally. The medi-
ator pattern is used to interconnect agents in distributed manufacturing,
in a decoupled, rather than strongly coupled, sense [27]. A pattern not
mentioned in the current study, the reflection pattern [19], is used in
railway control to separate application logic from meta-level depend-
ability requirements [28]. Besides general-purpose patterns, some do-
mains apply the reuse of domain-specific patterns, such as the oil and
gas exploration [29].

In the following, the eight design patterns presented in Section IV
appear implicitly in papers which have appeared previously in this
journal. Traffic signal control is presented as a hierarchy of interacting,
autonomous agents similar to the chain of responsibility pattern in that
data flows upwards from lower to higher levels [30]. The system is also
similar to the composite pattern in that queries and action control flow
downwards. A repository stores recommended policies at the end of
each evaluation period as in the memento pattern. Agents in all levels
of the hierarchy require global access to this repository which suggests
that it be implemented as a singleton pattern.



Fig. 10. A pattern-heavy application uses all eight patterns to structure the agent interactions and to illustrate the power of a UCM to abstract the emergent causal
behaviors.

Fig. 11. Agent utilization at each level in the chain of responsibility. The chain
is rooted at the building agent, which is the bottleneck in cases where lower level
agents tend to pass along alarms rather than handle the alarm locally.

Distributed agents providing cellular data services [31] use remote
procedure calls, which can be easily implemented in Java using the
proxy pattern. The use of common object request broker architecture
(CORBA) to connect autonomous agents on a network [32] illustrates
the broker pattern [19]. The broker establishes the interaction between
an agent and a distributed resource. The broker acts as a mediator but
only for the initial stages, whereas, a true mediator maintains the inter-
connection over the course of interaction.

The UML [20] presentation of container classes for various media
in a distributed virtual environment [33] is exactly the composite pat-
tern. This paper also references “area-of-interest managers,” similar to
a facade pattern that hides underlying complexity.

Fig. 12. Maximum throughput in a chain of responsibility. At low probabilities
of notifying the parent agent, the throughput is constant because the room agents
are the bottleneck and each has a fixed arrival rate of alarms, independent of
probability. At high probabilities, the building agent is the bottleneck because
the arrival rate increases as the alarms tend not to be handled locally.

Another pattern not presented in the current paper is the model-view-
controller (MVC) pattern [19], which is useful in user interface (UI) de-
sign as it separates the model (data) from the actual view (UI). This pat-
tern makes use of the observable pattern to notify the controller when
data changes, hence a refresh of the view(s) is required. A UML presen-
tation of user interfaces very similar to the MVC pattern is presented
in [34], along with a hierarchical building application resembling the
chain of responsibility example in Section III.

Finally, a study by this author [7] might have benefited with the use
of the MVC and observable patterns. The expected-value of game ac-
tions is the “model”, which is observed by decision-making agents.



Fig. 13. The agents’ average response time to alarms in a chain of
responsibility. A high probability of notifying the parent agent means that
the floor and building agents become overwhelmed with alarms that are not
handled locally.

Each decision by an agent updates the game data and requires the con-
troller to notify the other player/agents in the game. The controller rep-
resents the distributed environment, and establishes the delay of view
inherent in the environment.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper has attempted to show two things: how UCMs can present
agent interactions and how some software design patterns are relevant
for prototyping scenarios of agent interactions.

Although the "gang of four" patterns are intended for object-oriented
software development, at least eight of the patterns suggest structural,
or organizational, means of agents interacting with other agents, inde-
pendent of any software or programming methodology.

Of the eight patterns presented here, seven of the patterns (the excep-
tion being the memento pattern) attempt to balance the decentralized
nature of interacting agents with some sort of reorganized structure that
makes for better, cleaner interactions.

It is hoped that this presentation will lead others to think about proto-
typical agent interactions and to consider the catalog of these scenarios
when designing new systems. Also, UCMs make a convenient visual
aid to analyze, at an abstract level, these agent interactions.
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